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After 7 months of hiatus, the Misfits returned with Squirk (insert long-assed name here). 

The party swapped stories with Squirk, who learned that her wizardly contact Filoriac in 

Dirolg was beginning shaky trial test of an antidote for the wizard ailment known as Corux. 

The party told Squirk about Cain, the ancient (immortal?) they rescued from the Wildlands 

who was supposed to have been one of the first children in the world. He claimed to be the 

son of the All Creator and here since before the gods. Desiring solitude, Cain departed the 

party and made off for his secret sanctuary at the Top of the World (along with Hururua, 

whose body had been possessed by an agent of the devil lord Qa’Suul). 

The party also informed Squirk that Roger and Phillip, who were Boreoans, were actually 

clones. Lucieth, a member of the Lycans, had been searching for a way to cure his people 

and make them normal. He came up with the idea of transferring their consciousness’s into 

the clone bodies. He hoped the same could be done with the Nosferatu, the Lycans’ 

traditional enemies in Garland. This way, the two peoples could know peace. 

After rescuing Livia’s thought globe from Gray Eye, the party planned to go to Onthgeloom 

to seek out someone named Tarkoff, who supposedly know a great deal about the 

transference of consciousness’s and portal, which interested Andromeda very much. After 

much him-hawing around, the group finally teleported to Gray Eye’s basement. 

They found a scared young woman in a chair who seemed quite distressed that Einar (Gray 

Eye) was not with them. Of course, that sneaky little shit Squirk saw right through the 

girl’s ruse using her monocle of true seeing. Squirk found the room filled with a bunch of 

thought globes.  

At that time, a flaming portal appeared. Einar, a ½ ogre barbarian, a mind flayer, an 

invisible assassin, a cambion demon, and Cinn’s favorite bird in the world appeared: a magic 

reflecting swan! The battle was on, and Lucieth got right to work failing his saves. 

To make a long story short, the DM got pissed off at the spirit guardians being used by 

Squirk. He also got pissed off about counterspells and a bunch of things too numerous to 

list here. Anyway, after a 4.5 hour battle, the party won. There was a short burp when 

Squirk, Roger, and Phillip were trapped in the thought globe room, but they got out after 

Squirk dispelled the magic holding them there. 

After looting the bodies, the party teleported back to Grue’s house, where the friendly 

wizard was able restore Livia’s memories. And they ate Robin’s Minstrels. Yaaaay! Next 

time, the Misfits will begin their long journey to Onthgeloom to meet the mysterious Tarkoff 

so we can get to some of the high-level ultra cool shit! 

 


